Vote for **Cross-Soc Swaps.**

Not only with International Societies, but also with interest and sporting clubs.

Vote for **access to English Support.**

Vote for **Open-Door Policy.**

Vote for **Somedone to Talk to.**

**Hello! I’m Sherwood, a fresher Economist at Trinity, a member of CUHKCAS, ABACUS, and AJS; and I want to be your Welfare Officer.**

**WHY SHOULD I BE YOUR WELFARE OFFICER?**

As the Head of Welfare of the ‘international boarding house’ at my high-school, I understand the issues international students may face, such as language barriers, loneliness, and being homesick. Moreover, volunteering with Hong Kong’s medical services has shown me the difference feeling loved can make to both health and academics. As Welfare Officer, I want to make your life as an international student at Cambridge easier.

**Proposer: Nancy Ni – Johns**

**Seconder: Sanchit Agrawal - Christs**

**Vote for an Inclusive iCUSU.**

Because **Everyone** matters.

I will work with The Language Centre to deliver us . . .

Essay writing, interview, and accent reduction workshops: because being able to communicate effectively is important for our confidence.

**Email: sl842@cam.ac.uk**

I will conduct monthly surveys, and produce reports based on the feedback. Which will then be brought up and addressed at iCUSU meetings.

**I am open to Everyone’s Suggestions, Anytime.**

**I will work with Colleges to introduce “Peer-Listeners”**

After all, we want you to fit in and feel at home at Cambridge, and the best way to do that is making friends.